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      7 Useful Essay Writing Tips and Examples

      School students often get assignments to write essays. Some of them are natural writers and don’t have many problems with getting excellent grades for such tasks. Other students, however, might struggle with composing their papers in the right way. If you often have difficulties with crafting academic papers, you should learn a few tips that will make your work easier. 
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          Helpful Tips for Writing Great Essays

        
       	Pick an original topic.

If you can select a topic on your own, it’s recommended to choose something that your classmates won’t write about too. This way, you’ll make your paper distinguishable from the works of other students. If you’re given a particular topic to write about, for instance, a global warming, try to approach it from an unexpected angle or study its influence on a particular area rather than on the world in general. 

	Write a good thesis.

The key element of an academic paper is its thesis statement. It should clearly state the purpose of a paper or a point that the author is trying to convey. For example, writing about the negative impact of fast food, your thesis might sound like this: “People should stop consuming fast food regularly because such a diet leads to different problems with health, such as obesity, heart disease, and diabetes.” 

	Prepare an outline before writing.

Beginning the writing process without a clear plan of what to include in each section of your paper is unwise. With a good outline, on the other hand, you’ll compose your text in a faster and more logical way. 

	Write the body first.

Having described your main points and supported them with good evidence, it’ll be easier for you to create a relevant introduction later. Writing the body of your paper, make sure to discuss each argument or point in a separate paragraph. Start the paragraphs with strong topic sentences and connect them with each other using smooth transitions.

	Write the attention-grabbing introduction.

To compose a good introduction, you should start it with a hook, a sentence that draws the interest of the reader. It might be some shocking fact related to your topic, for example. Then, you should provide a brief background of your topic and move on to stating your thesis. 

	Write the summarizing conclusion.

The last paragraph of your paper should restate your thesis and all your points in order to summarize them and convey your main message. If it’s implied by your topic, you may also include a call to action at the end of your conclusion. 

After composing all the sections and putting them together, it’s highly recommended to check your entire text for errors. Having proofread your paper several times, you’ll be able to get rid of all mistakes and rewrite every weak sentence. 

        
 
        
          
        
          Writing Aid

                         	5 paragraph descriptive papers
	Sample five page essays




          Great Sources

                         	AssignmentGeek
	Essay writing service







        

      


    

    
  



  
    	
        
          
          Practice More!

          In order to get the highest scores for your academic papers, your writing should be almost perfect. In order to improve it significantly, you should practice composing academic papers regularly.

        

        

      
	
        
          Develop Skills 

           Write small papers on different topics every week and soon your skills will become much better. Also, you should read different books to enrich your vocabulary and overall knowledge about the world.

        

      
	
        
          
          Start Early

           If you start the work on your paper early, you’re likely to take each step properly. If you try to complete your assignment the day before the submission, you might not be as successful. 
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